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Imagine 1000 nurses from across the country (we were there) marching through Halifax , shouting the above slogan urging the citizens of Nova Scotia to join our cries and
really consider the political platforms of the Federal Candidates when they vote October 19th, 2015. We were a sea of white in our white scrub tops supporting a movement to see all RN's in white scrub tops identifying ourselves to our patients that they
are being cared for by an RN. (At Local 100, we are beginning a movement to support
Wear White Wednesdays.)

AhAh
HoHo
Stephen Harper has got to go!
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Hassan Yussuf, President of the Canadian Labour Congress (we are all members of
the CLC) was clear in his address at the Canadian Federation of Nurses Union Convention that this is the most important election we have ever faced! "We are first generation to tell our kids-they will not have a better life than their parents."
Yussuf shared that 1.3 million Canadians are out of work, or work in part time, temporary, or contract jobs. The CIBC reports that currently, Canada has the lowest level of
quality jobs in 25years. He reports that the CEO of Target got a Retirement package of
6 Million Dollars (could have been 6B) while 3500 workers lost their jobs and did not
qualify for Employment Insurance.
Stephen Harper refused to sign the Health Accord as Prime Minister and has cut the
transfer payments to the Provinces leading to wide spread cuts of front line
healthcare workers, substituting non-regulated healthcare providers or RPN's. We
could see the end of Medicare as we move to privatizing pieces of the care we have
always counted on. Three million Canadians cannot afford to pay for prescription
drugs for their families including their children as they opt for paying the rent and putting food on the table. A national Pharmacare plan would drive down the costs of prescription medications saving the health care system millions of dollars.
Maude Barlow, the National Chairperson of the Council of Canadians and a well re(Continued on page 2)
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garded advocate for healthcare and a leader in the Campaign to have water recognized as a Human Right by the
UN, gave a passionate speech and was clear in her message that "my group (the Council Of Canadians) has always been non-partisan but we reserve the right to hate a party. I am angrier than I have ever been at the Harper
Government!"
Greg Kielburger, co- founder with his brother Marc, of the world's leading platform for social change, who at the
age of twelve living in Thornhill, gathered a group of twelve school friends and started Free the Children programs
and Me to We fame, spoke about a village in Africa whose leader called for a "Minga" when one of the schools
Free the Children was building was in jeopardy of not being completed due to social unrest.
"A Minga is people coming together for the Collective Good."
The Theme of the CFNU Convention was "We've got the Power and Together we can make a difference!" 89% of
nurses believe patients have been put at risk in the last year due to short staffing. The overwhelming message of
the convention then- we are calling a "Minga". Nurses are the most well respected professionals-think what we
could accomplish if we all came together and spoke from the heart about our challenges in meeting the expectations of our patients, struggles to meet our College Standards and the internal struggle each and every time we
cannot provide the quality of care we know our patients deserve.

Today I am calling for a . . .

MINGA!
join the Local 100 Executive over the next few weeks encouraging colleagues and our families to be informed voters and to exercise their right to vote.
This is the third opportunity I have had to attend the CFNU convention and as always I came home reinvigorated
and passionate about a movement that I was introduced to at the Convention. I have been listening to the news
and signed petitions to encourage Stephen Harper to call for an inquiry in to the "Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women". It just seems the right thing to do but after hearing Dr. Dawn Lavell-Harvard, Interim President of
the Native Women's Association of Canada- it is the only thing to do! She moved the convention to tears as she
wept telling the stories of Indigenous Women. My god, I just
don't understand how in good conscience we can let this
travesty continue. I am moved to action just not sure what
that looks like at this moment.
There were so many highlights at the CFNU but by far the
best was the moment when Vicki McKenna, LHSC nurse,
past Local Coordinator of Local 100 won the CFNU Bread
and Roses Award.
This is a prestigious award for outstanding individuals who
contribute to policy and decision making, enhance public
awareness, participate in positive media and other public events,
lobby governments and educate members and the public.
Congratulations Vicki. We are so proud of you. The Local presented Vicki with flowers at the recent Provincial Coordinators meeting held in London last week.
Save one life you are a hero, save a hundred lives, you're a nurse!
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CBS Report: Carol Lobodinzski, BUP
As I am writing this, I realize it is the first day of summer. I have to make a mental note to savor each day because we all know how fast summer goes by. It is a busy time with lots of activities and vacations. It has also
been a busy time preparing for negotiations, arranging dates to sit down at the table with CBS to negotiate and
finally once we come to an agreement we will be looking at dates to ratify a new contract hopefully sometime near
end of summer. As you know we met with our LRO Jill Allingham, our Local Co-ordinator Jill Ross, our Regional
Vice-President Karen Bertrand and our Bargaining Manager of ONA Beverly Mathers. I want to thank everyone for
coming out to the meeting. We had an excellent turnout and I also want to thank the ONA executive for helping
set up the meeting and for the dialogue we shared. It is good to come together especially at a time when there
are a lot of concerns.
We have taken the surveys which I prepared from notes I have taken over the last few years and have looked at
them to see what the majority feels the biggest concerns are. After our meeting I believe most of us are all on the
same page. We will do our best to bring you a contract that meets expectations. You will get your chance to accept or reject it once we present it to you. Negotiation dates are set for June 30th, July 7th and we are looking at a
date in August as well. With holidays, it becomes difficult to get dates that fit everyone’s schedule. Once negotiations start, we cannot discuss it until we come to an agreement. I will notify you once we have a tentative contract
to share with you.

Chelsey Park Report: Dianne Popp, BUP
Welcome summer!
Finally it is vacation time which usually means working short but this year that will even be harder with the 1st
sick call not being replaced. I will be keeping a close eye on the schedule to ensure we do not go below our minimum RN hours (442.5/ week) also to ensure fill in shifts are filled per our collective agreement. If you feel you are
not able to meet the CNO standards due to workload / short staffed etc, you must complete a Professional Responsibility Form and submit it to me! This is for your protection if something were to happen and the CNO gets
involved plus to prove that yes you were not able to meet your college standards to management. There should be
a printable copy on the back desktops- if not let me know and I can send it.
Local 100 is planning a LTC dinner Thursday, October 1 - please plan to attend.
I am still looking for someone to come to ONA - Management meeting quarterly + to become an ONA rep. Training
will be provided.
Please try to wear a white top and black bottoms on Wednesday so that you can be identified as an RN. This is an
ONA campaign!
With the up-coming election - please check out each parties plans for health care - we don't want to lose our universal health care. All of the CFNU member organizations will be starting a campaign to oust Stephen Harper.
Please, please make a commitment to vote October 19.
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LHSC Allied Report: Janice Bell, BUP
As most of you know, Kim Kirk and I recently attended the CFNU (Canadian Federation of Nurses Union), Biennial
Convention held this year in Halifax, Nova Scotia. For those wondering how this opportunity comes about, it was
raised at the last General Membership Meeting, held on March 23rd. The Local 100 budget had to be passed,
before it was decided by a vote of those present, that Local 100 would participate by attending the CFNU Convention. It was further agreed at the meeting that we would offer six additional positions (outside of the Local Executive) for members to attend. The Local Executive consists of the BUP's of the bargaining units comprising the Local, as well as the Secretary Treasurer. Those six lucky members were chosen by a lottery, out of those persons
who completed an Expression of Interest form and submitted it to the Local office by April 7, 2015. Seven of us
decided to leave for Halifax a couple of days early to see the sights, which we did of course at our own expense. As the first three days were non-stop rain, our sightseeing was also in the rain. We saw enough to know
that there was much beauty to enjoy in Nova Scotia, but perhaps at a more reliable time of the year where one
could expect to have not only sunny, but also dry and warm weather. Six degrees Celsius was rather cool, coming
from Ontari-ari-ari-o. Oh yes and we sang that song, "Give us a Place to Stand," as they introduced the different
Provincial Unions at the conference. A few of you might recall that song as the theme song for the Ontario pavilion at Canada's Centennial Exposition in Montreal, back in 1967. Oh yes, right . . . most of you weren't even born
until two decades later, but maybe you heard about that event in history class!
The conference was attended by nearly 1000 members, with representatives from 8 out of our 11 provinces and
territories. The CFNU Executive had planned a jam packed itinerary from morning until night with pre-scheduled
events, including (but not limited to) a Ceilidh on the Hill (that would be Halifax Citadel) under a tent (due to the
incessant rain and 6 degree temperatures), on a water saturated, puddled parking lot (3 days of rain by this time),
featuring the Barra MacNeils and freshly cooked (and in some cases, nearly cooked) lobsters for a 1000 people. Although there was a bit of an unfortunate snag with the lobsters that night, that was referred to the following morning at the conference as "lobstergate," a grand time was had by all? Make that, "by most". You'll need to
ask one of us for the details on that one . . .
We participated in a rally/protest march where the streets were blocked off by police for the 1000 members
strong, to march, chanting from the Convention Centre, down Barrington Street to Cornwallis Park. The purpose of
the march was to make the public aware of the continued flat lining of funding from the Federal government to
the provinces, while downloading increased financial responsibilities to the provinces, as well. We all know
that leads to short staffing and stressful work environments. A news crew took an aerial photograph of our
"group" as we made our way to the park, and captioned the picture as a "peaceful riot."
Included in our registration package, was a convention workbook which included a listing of the twelve workshops
available to attend, with a synopsis of each and a short bio of the associated facilitator, which I can share with
you, should you be so interested. At the time of registration, each registrant chose two workshops to attend, one
workshop per each of the first two days of the convention. The later the registration, the poorer the choice. Fortunately for us, we were able to attend two applicable workshops, "Leading Your Team Through Change" and
"Professional Responsibility: Making the Link Between Your Workplace and Your Standards of Practice." One topic that has been raised in the news this year, surrounds the demand for recognition of the suffering of PTSD in the
work lives of emergency workers, whether they be firefighters, paramedics, nurses and the like. So too, did one of
the workshops revolve around the recognition of PTSD in nursing entitled, "Nurses - Wounded Healers." In another timely topic entitled, "Nursing and Social Media: Keeping it Professional," applicable to all healthcare professionals, there is a parallel ONA workshop available to those who are interested. Another topic that will be close to
all of us some day (some of us sooner than others): "Preserving Your Lifestyle: A Practical Guide for Nurses Planning to Retire." Given the demographics of the nursing profession today, I expect that was very well attended. Unfortunately, it was one of those popular workshops that were already full by the time we registered. And
then there were the Political Action oriented workshops for both the "Emerging Nurse Activists" and an advanced
workshop for the "Experienced Nurse Activists." Other topics dealt with celebrating women in leadership roles, ie.
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"Igniting the Spark: Lighting the Way for Women to Assume Leadership." There was certainly a topic to interest
everyone and it's only unfortunate that due to time constraints we were limited to attend only two workshops. We
asked about whether power point presentations of the facilitators would be made available for the attendees, as
it is always a challenge to capture all significant points on paper (due to fast talkers and screens flashing past
your eyes), but it's unclear at this point whether they will be available. I am following up with that issue at the present time.
The last two days of the convention were taken up with business, ie. CFNU Constitution Resolutions. However,
interspersed throughout all four days of the convention, there were a myriad of guest speakers . . . some a little
more dynamic than others. Dynamic and passionate are both terms to describe the keynote speaker of the conference who was Craig Kielburger, a Canadian, born on December 17, 1982. For those who attended ONA's Biennial Convention in November, 2014, you have already heard his captivating presentation, where he chronologues
his journey from the age of twelve, as a child rights activist after seeing headlines on The Toronto Star's front
page, "Battled Child Labour, Boy, 12, Murdered," then soliciting the help of his classmates (with his brother Marc's
help) to address the issue of child labour, thus the beginning of "Free the Children." It has now grown into an international charity and the "Me to We" social enterprise, donates half it's annual profits to "Save the Children," by
selling socially conscious services and products. Mr. Kielburger has received numerous accolades and awards,
including being named a Member of the Order of Canada by the Governor General of Canada, on February 20,
2007. If you ever have the opportunity to hear him speak, it is an opportunity not to be missed.
Closer to home, Cheryl and Caterina attended a Health and Safety Caucus at the ACC (Area Coordinators' Conference), held on May 21, 2015, where the importance of event reporting was stressed. That message was highlighted at the CFNU convention, as well. Whether it's AEMS Reports (completed digitally on the LHSC Intranet) or
Workload measurement forms (completed on paper), the issue is not likely to be elevated out of our department if
these forms are not completed. Realizing that we have "fallen off the wagon" so to speak over the last year or so,
in our commitment to jumping on the frequent opportunities for reporting. The importance of reporting even "oneoff" events, cannot be stressed enough. While you may question this need based on a single event, these collectively, create the basis of historical documentation. On my "to do list," is to follow-up on revisions to the present
one page, two-sided workload measurement form that we are presently using. LRO, Phil Sarides, is not enamored
with our present form, so we will be going back to the drawing board to create a workload measurement form that
documents enough information, without being too onerous to complete by the members. In the mean-time, we
will continue to use the one we have. I'll distribute a few to each of the work areas. As a reminder, remember to
make two copies (two-sided) of each completed form, before handing the original in to management, as you want
to keep one copy for yourself (file in a safe place, not on the treatment unit!) and give the other copy to Cheryl Taylor, as she is our Professional Practice Lead. She will then keep track of all of our submitted workload measurement forms and will attend the labour management meetings where they will be addressed.
In closing, I'd like to say how much the department will miss Gail McBrayne, who retired from Radiation Therapy
on April 30, 2015, after 36 years of dedicated service, working the majority of her career in the LRCP department,
but at the same time working tirelessly for our Professional Association, the CAMRT. You were an inspiring role
model for staff and students alike and your presence will be missed. I can't improve on your beautifully written
"Farewell" email, so I'll just close by saying, "Enjoy your new found freedom!"
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LHSC-VH (RN) Report: James Murray, BUP
$36 Billion Dollars
That’s how much Stephen Harper wants to cut from transfer payments to the provinces for health care. While
health care is distributed by the provinces, the funding for services and programs is transferred from the federal
government. The federal government chose not to meet with the provinces or renegotiate a new Health Accord
last year, letting it lapse. This, coupled with the proposed cuts, significantly impacts the ability of the
provinces to keep hospitals properly staffed, provide
beds in long-term care facilities, and offer quality care
for patients and their families. At the convention in
Halifax, the Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions
announced the launch of their new election campaign, Vote for Health Care We Deserve. It includes a
new website and social media campaign educating
Canadians about the importance of health care. It
also includes a commitment by thousands of Nurses
to act locally and get involved in the upcoming Federal Election to defeat Stephen Harper and his conservative government.
Changes Occurring in Occupational Health
It’s been several months since the hospital announced the layoff of a large percentage of the Occupational Health
RN’s. The layoffs will take effect the end of June, and I’m terribly worried that we will begin to see members encountering difficulties with access to short term disability, employer modifications to prescribed treatment plans
and rushed early return to work for members despite a lack of clearance by the members health care provider
(HCP). The Occupational Health Department has chosen to replace highly qualified, College regulated Registered
Nurses with unregulated providers and practical nurses. The unregulated provider will now be responsible for rehab/return to work and will now have access to the confidential medical information contained in your Occ Health
file, and you could receive occupational health advice
and treatment from a non-certified practical nurse!
When asked, Kim Planques , LHSC’s Chief Privacy Officer, stated that members cannot seal their occupational health records from access by the unregulated provider. ONA’s legal department has been asked to review this position taken by the hospital and to determine what our next steps will be.
In consideration of these changes, the Union recommends that our members exercise the following precautions when dealing with Occupational Health.





If you have to attend Occ Health for first aid or prior to going home sick, always ask to see the Registered
Nurse on duty.
Call the Union office for assistance prior to any other encounters with Occ Health. Never attend an Occ health
Appointment without Union representation.
If you are off work for greater than 5 days you will receive a Disability Status Form(DSF) from Occ Health, to be
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)




completed by your HCP. Please make sure your HCP does not include a diagnosis or any information not requested on the form. We suggest that you Stroke out the section of the consent which allows Occ health to
contact your HCP directly.
We suggest that you not provide updates to Occ Health by phone. If an update is required, request a new DSF
and have it completed by your HCP.
If the unregulated provider requires further
information or clarity of the medical, have
them provide you with the details required,
and a new DSF to be completed by your HCP.
Costs for medical documentation required by
Occ Health must be reimbursed by the hospital.

ONA would like to take the opportunity to thank
Janice Cleary RN, Jan Fry RN, Marilyn Bantock, RN,
Emily Mellick, and Jane Trudell RN, for their of
years of occupational health service to our members. Janice, Jane, Jan and Marilyn are not retiring
by choice, but have accepted offers of early retirement because their positions have been eliminated. I know each of them would have preferred to
continue working.
Layoffs and Bumping
Layoffs have been announced in Occupational
Health, and Mother Baby Care. For most of you
this process is completely new, for others, it's happened before. Both of these areas are subject to
Marilyn Bantock, Janice Cleary, James Murray, Jane
skill mix changes. So far the resultant bumping
Trudell and Jill Bischop…… saying goodbye to decades of
has impacted the Vic Family Medicine Clinic and
Occupational Health Nursing experience.
Out Pt Oncology. To lessen the impact of bumping,
Early Retirement Offers (ERO) have been made to
qualified Nurses in all affected areas. However, change is not always easy to accept and the Nurses impacted by
the bumping and their peers do not always take the news well. Nurses’ feel that their experience and qualifications are not valued and they often loose sight of the layoff, and the Union is usually blamed because we allowed
Nurses to displace them.
When directly impacted by the bumping process, I understand that you can’t help but take it personally but the
language of the Collective Agreement is designed for the benefit of the collective, not to isolate and protect individuals and units. The Unions job is to ensure the language of the Collective Agreement is applied fairly and equitability to all members. We cannot, nor would we attempt to alter it in any way, to the benefit of one member
over another. Sometimes this is a hard message to deliver, and it can be a difficult message to receive. We have
not seen layoffs occur for some time. Unfortunately, I’m certain this current round of layoffs will not be the last.
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(Continued from page 7)

The layoff language states:
ii) A nurse who has been notified of a long-term layoff may:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

accept the layoff; or
opt to retire if eligible under the terms of the
Hospital’s pension plan as outlines in Article
17.04; or
elect to transfer to a vacant position provided
that she or he is qualified to preform the avail
able work; or
displace another nurse in any classification
who has lesser bargaining unit seniority and
who is the least senior nurse on a unit or are
whose work the nurse subject to layoff is
qualified to perform.

If a Nurse chooses to displace into your unit, remember that
they didn’t ask to loose their position, so please treat them
with respect and welcome them to the team.
New Local Contract Highlights
The negotiating team was very pleased with the recent Local
Issues Award. Despite our many months of Bargaining, frustration and making little to no headway with the employer, we
achieved a great deal with the award. Thank you to the members of the Negotiating Team for your hard work
and long hours.
Thank you, Ellen Ledingham, Kathy Burgess, Alan Warrington, Laurie Tichbourne, Colleen Parfrey-Roefs, Carol
Farrell, Joanne Wilkinson and Ellie MacQueen. A very special thank you to Barb Conlon, ONA Labour Relations
Officer, for her invaluable contributions and organizational skills, and for putting up with me, and to Bev Mathers
for preparing and presenting our brief. Good work everyone!
What Did We Achieve?
1. New language in F-1(b) confirming how lines are chosen on new schedule.
2. New language defining a process to offer OT to all full time on rotating seniority.
3. Additional language under article K-1(f) ensuring vacation will not be unreasonably denied.
What The Employer Didn’t Get.
1. A new category of RPT B that could be scheduled to work 48 hours .
2. Deletion of F-7, the offer of vacant lines to nurses on the Unit before offering hospital wide.
Now that we’ve completed that round of local negotiations it’s time to begin again! Look for the Local Contract
Survey Monkey coming your way this fall!
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(Continued from page 8)

Rumor has it that the hospital will not pay OT if you stay beyond the end of your shift to give report or to finish up
after a hectic day. Please ask for payment if you stay longer than 15 minutes beyond the end of your shift, and
contact the office if you are denied payment.

The Endless List Of Workplace Violence Incidents That Are Happening In Ontario Health Care Settings Is Nothing
Less Than Horrifying.
Workplace violence happens every day. On every shift. In all health care settings: hospitals, long-term care facilities, in the community. Registered nurses and other health care professionals face precarious and dangerous
situations on the job each day.
Many health care professionals say that being pushed or spat on or kicked is part of the job. The Ontario Nurses’
Association is here to say that workplace violence should NOT be part of our job.
The Ontario Nurses’ Association aims to eliminate workplace violence. When you’re not safe, neither are your
patients, clients and residents. We are here to help. We are here to take action. We need your stories. We may
use them — and the information from your bargaining unit leaders — to protect you from violence at work.
Go to violence.ona.org to tell your story.
Vacation Myths: When to Contact the Union
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

You are denied vacation and are told quota no longer applies.
You submit a request for vacation and are told to resubmit closer to the date.
Your vacation is denied based on operational requirements, yet vacation quota remains available.
Your vacation is cancelled without your consent.
Vacation is scheduled without your consent.
You’re told that your vacation balance is excessive.
You’re told you cannot carry your vacation balance into next year.
You’re told your vacation balance must be paid out.

The vacation language and rules are posted on the ONA bulletin board on the LHSC intranet
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LHSC (RN) Attendance and HR&E Report: Kathy Burgess-VH & Margaret VanPuymbroeckUH, VP's
As the Human Rights and Equities and Attendance Management VP’s for Local 100 we have been busy supporting members in attendance management meetings at Step 3, 4 and 5. With the most recent arbitrated award
ONA is looking to our member to be diligent in acquiring documentation to support any chronic illness. We urge
you to call the office if you have chronic medical in order to understand what type of documentation is required.
Please ask to speak to the appropriate site rep as noted below. Members will need to follow up with their primary
care partner as well as occupational health and safety physician to have documentation to support sick time.
Our employer need not know the reason for your illness but follow up with Occ. Health physician is crucial to documentation. As some of the Occupational Health Nurses have been laid off and replaced with PRN or Occ Health
consultants, our members need to be aware that they will need to make an appointment with the Occ health physician to have their chronic illness documented. Any members who find themselves in the AMP at Step #1 or any
other Step, should contact the ONA Office at 667-0937. All members are entitled to union representation at all
steps of the AMP as well as any Occ Health App appointment.
UH AMP Site Sep Margaret Van Puymbroeck
VIC AMP Site Rep Kathy Burgess
At the recent CFNU conference in Halifax nurses across Canada came together to support indigenous women
and patient safety. Dr. Dawn Levell-Harvard highlighted the need for all Canadians to ask the question “what is
happen to missing aboriginal women in our country”. Dr. Levell-Harvard is dedicated to working toward the empowerment of Aboriginal women and their families. Hugh MacLeod is a concerned and engaged citizen with extensive health care experience. Hugh reminded us that at this moment we have a common global bond. We
chose health care as our profession, and in so doing we CARE. We care to challenge the status quo and translate
system failures into learning opportunities.
ONA continues its advocacy with the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) on its review of CNO. We want
the barriers that prevent nurses with mental health disabilities from accessing employment to be removed.
There are currently three Charter/Human Rights challenges involving ONA members concerning the College's
findings and postings of findings on the public register/website regarding disabilities. In one case we have been
successful and this nurse’s past history has been removed. The College did not contest our application although
emphasizing that their position was without precedent.
The Ontario government has identified its wish for increased transparency with all Regulated Health Professions
Act (RHPA) regulatory bodies. This adds another barrier in our fight for respect for our members’ human rights. In
response, the CNO has proposed by-law changes that would increase the amount of information that will be publicly available on Find A Nurse, the online register. ONA has made a strong submission to the CNO saying that
these changes affect a nurse’s rights to procedural fairness, privacy and freedom from discrimination on the
ground of disability pursuant to the Ontario Human Rights Code. In particular, ONA has serious concerns about
public disclosure of a number of categories of member-specific information that the College proposes to publish
(oral cautions given by the Inquires, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC), criminal charges etc.) Our HRE
Team continue preparing for our November Caucus under Pam Mancuso's leadership. ONA is donating $1,000
on top of a CFNU donation of $5,000 to the Aboriginal Nurses Association of Canada (ANAC), the first and longest-standing indigenous health professional organization in Canada, acting to influence practices in health education, research, health policy and services/programs to better serve First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. We
have developed or are developing added provincial supports for International Women’s Day, Elimination of Racism, The National Day of Mourning, National Aboriginal Day, Pride and Labour Day.

(Continued on page 16)
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LHSC (RN) OH Report: Jill Ross-VH/Alan Warrington, VP's
Report from Jill Ross
At the ONA Biennial Convention in November, ONA was given direction to address the escalating workplace violence nurses are exposed to. Alan is going to talk about ONA's campaign to end workplace violence but I want to
let everyone know that your ONA JHSC representatives are well versed and are leaders in the province as we roll
out the campaign to our members. How are we doing that? The LHSC reps are holding their own workshop presented by your very own representatives with guests Vicki McKenna and Nancy Johnson (ONA Health and Safety
Specialist). The workshop is June 29th at the ward rep meeting. Our plan is to present to this group and if the
workshop is well received, we will be doing another one next year.
We need the stories and we need your solutions to the problem of workplace violence as LHSC re- evaluates
their violence prevention policy and program. Other members outside the LHSC bargaining unit may attend as
well. The problem is at all our workplaces and we can learn together.
For LHSC members, a question came forward recently that the latex policy which addresses how latex products
are too be eliminated if a substitute is available. If there is no substitute, that latex items need to be kept separate from non latex items and identified as latex. This process has not changed. Apparently a member questioned the HMMS staff and he was told that was no longer required. That is not true and Cathy Stark will be addressing with the HMMS leadership.
Recently an employee at LHSC was assaulted by a visitor (not a real visitor) pretending to be a patient. It was
very scary for this staff as it occurred on a unit that had been vacated except for a small group of allied staff. She
was alone on the unit first thing in the morning. She was able to get away from him and he was subsequently
arrested. During the investigation, used syringes, vials and ampoules were found in a washroom on the unit. We
expect that he took a sharps box from somewhere and broke it open. We are a big facility with doors wide open
and visiting wide open. It is easy for someone to get in and get lost on units not in use or under renovation. I worry about the nooks and crannies where the PAR carts are kept wide open for anyone to help themselves when
staff are busy.
I need everyone to adopt the "precautionary principle" and always be alert to the possibility of violence. Be aware
of your surroundings and always do an environmental scan being alert to things that seem out of the ordinary.
Report any suspicious events/people. Whenever you see something suspicious, follow up and complete an
AEMS for a near miss. If we are able to make an area more secure we need the evidence, the stories to support
that a hazard exists. Email me or any of the H&S reps and let us know what has happened or you have a concern.
At the CFNU convention, I attended a workshop called " Wounded Healers". It spoke to the risk of PTSD in nursing whether it is related to vicarious trauma or a single event. It has always been difficult especially in nurses to
prove a causal link between workplace incidents and PTSD. The Manitoba Nurses Union did a survey of their
members around PTSD and gathered enough evidence to lobby for "Presumptive" Legislation around PTSD the
same as Fire Fighters, Police and Paramedics have. This legislation provides for these workers to receive WSIB.
Manitoba "Bill 205 proposes if an emergency response worker who is or has been an emergency response worker suffers from PTSD, this disorder must be presumed to be an occupational disease."
If you would like to read the report, look for the Manitoba Nurses Union report- Post-traumatic Stress Disorder in
the Nursing Profession-Helping Manitoba's Wounded Healers.
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Report from Alan Warrington
Summer already, how time flies! We continue to see high incidents of health & safety issues throughout the
healthcare industry and LHSC is no different. Notably, ONA Central has impassioned a new Violence campaign
entitled:
“Recognize Violence. Report it. Unsafe workplaces hurt patients, too”
Website: violence.ona.org
This website is a wonderful resource for members to look at and to ensure that the culture of accepting violence
needs to end. Too often, we as nurses feel that being hit, scratched, slapped, punched, and kicked, spit on and a
multitude of other transgressions are simply “part of the job”. We need to stand up and “say no it isn’t”. While we
cannot eliminate all incidents of violence, we must persevere in finding ways to minimize them. We must be provided with the staffing, tools, equipment and education to deal with the changing demographics of our patient
populations.
We are seeing ever increasing amounts of the 3Ds: Delirium, Dementia & Depression. However, very few of us
have been given good formal education/inservice on how to deal with this increasingly common issue in
healthcare. Please take the time to report, via AEMS, any and all acts of violence; including but not limited to
physical, emotional, psychological, and bullying, harassment and mobbing. LHSC has recently reconvened the
Corporate Violence Committee and I will ensure that staff and our ONA members, specifically, will be heard at the
table with leadership.
Nursing Professional Practice Manual: We are in the process of addressing the lack of health and safety language in our manual. Much of the information is simply missing, outdated or is entirely written as it relates
to harm for the patient. There simply isn’t a health and safety component to be found. We hope to address
this as many of the tasks and responsibilities that nurses carry out have inherent hazard risk and danger
and our policies should reflect this, yet rarely do. This will be a huge undertaking and any comments or feedback is always welcome about where you see breakdowns. Currently, we are looking at the restraint policy
and reviewing the newly established Central Nursing Orientation education that was implemented in January. Anyone who attended these recent sessions is asked to provide feedback to me about your experience.
Ebola: The re-introduction of PAPR (Powered Air Purifying Respirators) training has been modified in light of a disposable hood being made available. Core team members at both sites are receiving “drill” training on a regular
basis to maintain proficiencies.
LHSC information about policy and current practices can be found at: https://intra.lhsc.on.ca/infectionprevention-and-control-ipac/important-health-notices/ebola-virus-disease
MERS-CoV (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus): Recently, the largest outbreak outside of high risk
Middle Eastern countries (Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Kuwait, Yemen, Lebanon
and Iran) developed in Korea. Workers should be aware of recent travel of patients that may have been exposed.
Please follow organizational policies for travel screenings.
LHSC information about policy and current practices can be found at:
https://intra.lhsc.on.ca/infection-prevention-and-control-ipac/middle-east-respiratory-syndrome-coronavirusmers-cov-0
New AEMS system: A new system has been introduced. If you have issues or concerns, please speak to your
leaders or a JHSC (Joint Health & Safety Committee) member. I would like to highlight the requirement under
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the OHSA (Occupational Health & Safety Act) that workers have a legal responsibility to report hazards.
Please share this information with your peers, family and friends!! We have a workplace that is full of dangerous hazards.
Gowns: LHSC has recently selected a new supplier, so some final selections of specific gowns have been
made and you should start to see the rollout in your areas very soon. We at the JHSC will be looking into
how best to get the information to the end users, timely and accurately. If you have specific questions or
concerns please let me know.

Please observe the policy.
If you are requested by your
leader or a colleague
(charge nurse or in-charge
person) to comply, please
do so as they are fulfilling
their legal responsibility to
ensure workers are working
safely. It might save you
from being ticketed by the
MOL (Ministry of Labour),
which is inevitable.
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LHSC (RN) Professional Practice Report: James Gibbons - UH/Colleen Roefs-VH, VP's
Report from James Gibbons
Changes in the health care environment have impacted nursing workload, quality of care, and patient / staff safety like never before. Hospital workload measuring tools have never adequately captured the complexity of nursing workload. Nursing is as much art, as it is a science. Certain components of nursing can only be understood by
the ones who do it! This is where the disconnect is. We need to put patients first. And this is why it is so important to complete the ONA Hospital Professional Responsibility Workload Form when you feel (not management) that you are not meeting your CNO standards or guidelines. The form becomes the evidence by which we
can take your issues and concerns forward. It also reminds others of their responsibility in this process. So why is
the health care system in the shape it's in? Well let's start with:





Ontario has had a 0% base budgets due to Provincial and Federal government cut backs over the last couple
of years.
The Federal government did not renew the Canada Health Care Accord, which ensured a 6% transfer payment
to the provinces
And with a Federal election this fall (October 19th), the Federal government is planning on cutting $36 billion
dollars from health care over the next 10 years.

We need people to get out there and vote in this upcoming Federal election and make Health Care a priority!
PRC Update

Steps to follow when completing a PRC:




Discuss workload with your co-workers on the unit and develop strategies to meet patient care needs.
Seek immediate assistance from your nursing leaders! (who has the responsibility to respond in a timely
manner). This includes: charge nurse, coordinators, and managers.
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Discuss PRWRF and your recommendations with your coordinator / manager on the next day or within 10
days. Complete PRWRP!
Within 10 days of receipt of the PRWRF, the coordinator / manager provides a written response on the form
(section 8) to the nurse and provides a copy to the BUP.
Falling resolution at the unit level, the PRWRF is submitted to the Hospital- Association Committee (HAC) within 20 days from the mangers response.
HAC chair will convene a meeting within 15 days and the committee will hear and attempt to resolve the issue(s) to the satisfaction of both parties.

A big shout out to Margaret Archer for her ongoing commitment to ensuring nurses have the needed equipment
and supplies on their units.
Report from Colleen Roefs
We are hearing that nurses are being instructed to call their next level of leadership (coordinator on days, AHC on
nights), to try to resolve a workload issue, and in addition, that they must speak to the coordinator within 10 calendar days, before they can complete PRC. THIS IS NOT CORRECT!
TO BE CLEAR ”Nurses call the next level of leadership available to them at the time of the workload concern and
discuss the issue. If the issue cannot be resolved, a PRC should be completed when an RN cannot meet standards of care defined by the CNO, professional associations, and/or hospital policy. It is your professional obligation to report inadequate care that does not meet those standards. Failure to do so could lead to a finding
of professional misconduct. In our unionized environment, we meet this requirement through the PRC process,
failing a resolution of the workload complaint at the time. Completion of the PRC form is not dependent on a
discussion with the coordinator as to whether the form should be filled out. However discussion with the Coordinator is required once a form is completed, within 10 calendar days. You are entitled to Union support during that
discussion so please feel free to call the Union office and a Rep will attend with you. It is part of the Collective
agreement language that this discussion take place but you can ask to defer the discussion until someone from
ONA can come with you. I am more than happy to present at these discussions
If you are unclear about the process, what constitutes a workload issue, or how to fill the form out, please contact
me 7 days a week up to 2300 at 226-926-5971--I will answer or please leave a message if I cannot speak to you
in person.

LHSC (RN) RTW and Accommodations Report: Jill Bischop-VH/Kathy Payne-UH, VP's
We hope that you will have a healthy and accident free summer!
As you are aware, there are major changes coming to the Occupational Health Unit for both LHSC locations.
Those often helping you in Occupational Health through your journey will not be Registered Nurses. We suggest
that if you are anticipating time off for pending surgery or you are currently off due to mental health/medical illness, WSIB injury or non-work related injury, you call the ONA Local 100 office and we will be in touch to help you
through this difficult time.
We will attend appointments with you in the Occupational Health Unit and help develop a safe and hopefully sustainable return to work plan.
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AEMS
Having a work place injury is not a pleasant occurrence. To protect yourself always take the time and complete
an AEMS report to document the injury and work place hazard. An early appointment with your doctor, or a walkin clinic is very helpful.
We are able to assist you through the very complicated and often frustrating WSIB system.
office so we can be of assistance.

Feel free to call the

LHSC (RN) Attendance and HR&E Report cont’d
(Continued from page 10)

The Human Rights and Equities team at Local 100 are developing a lunch and learn presentation on Healthy
Work Environment. We will address work place harassment and disruptive behavior. Our goal is to bring this ed
ucation to your work place, or have our members arrange to come to the office and we can have our presentation
sessions take place there. We would invite our members to select some dates that would work for your group and
we can share this with you. Please call the office if you have any interested groups. The goal is to help create a
healthy work environment and share strategies to achieve this in our workplace and beyond.

LHSC RN Vacation Accrual/Entitlement Chart
ONA

Service
Date/Hours

Vacation
hours accrual
per pay (FT) –
on paystub
every two
weeks

3 week

4 week

5 week

6 week

7 week

vacation

vacation

vacation

vacation

vacation

112.5 hours

150 hours

187.5 hours

225 hours

262.5 hours

After 1 year

After 3 years

After 11 years

After 20 years

After 25 years

2014/1500

2012/4500

2004/16500

1995/30000

1990/37500

4.33

5.77

7.21

8.65

10.09

